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ArtFrom the collection

On a thursday before easter in 1992, 
photographer Mark Adams put his large format 
camera up on a tripod in the wettest place in 
new Zealand. In three parts, he re-created the 
well-known panoramic view of Milford Sound 
looking northwest from Freshwater Basin. But 
something is missing from the resultant images. 
the centrepiece of this glacier-carved fiord (and 
its quintessential geological feature) is obscured 
by mist. Gone is the distinctive marker which 
elevates this landscape above the picturesque  
to iconic status as a world heritage Site. the 
sublime Mitre peak has become a haunting 
absence.

this triptych featured as the fold-out section of 
Adams’ 1993 book with historian harry Evison, 
Land of Memories (Whenua i maharatia, haehae 
nga takata/Land of memories, scarred by people). 
By design, the locality’s privileged position in the 

publication corresponded both to its place in art 
history and its economic significance to ngai tahu. 
greenstone still glows on the beach at Anita Bay at 
the entrance to Milford sound. Known as takiwai or 
teardrop because of its translucence, it was once 
the preferred stone for making jewellery, and 
traded widely. the Pounamu Vesting Act 1997 
restored ownership of this resource, but Land of 
Memories predates this, and is strategic in its story 
telling. in an afterword, Adams explains how with 
“the arrival of the colonising cultures from the 
northern hemisphere…the old tribal economy was 
destroyed almost completely”.

in the title Adams gives his photographs, 
Piopiotahi precedes Milford sound, pointing both 
to European renaming and to the extinction of the 
native thrush or piopio, after the introduction of 
European mammalian predators. Mark Adams 
himself is European, “a south islander, familiar 

with this landscape, as the evolving relationship 
my culture has with the indigenous culture in its 
relationship with the land”. As our guide and 
interpreter, he encourages us to look beyond  
the seen scene, while announcing where he  
stands in this continuum of history, his subjectivity 
foregrounded by the precise date which prefixes 
the title.

Precision is also perceptible in the details such 
as Bowen Falls on the right. this is achieved by 
enlarging from eight-inch by ten-inch negatives. in 
pursuit of even higher levels of resolution, Adams 
is also known to print directly onto light-sensitive 
paper without an enlarger. Five examples of Mark 
Adams photographs from the 1980s made using 
this technique are included in the group exhibition 
Close-Up: Contemporary Contact Prints at the gus 
Fisher gallery until 5 July.
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Mark Adams (b.1949), 9.4.1992 piopiotahi - Milford Sound, Atawhenua - Fiordland, 2006, Triptych, gold toned fibre-based silver bromide prints from black and white negatives, 
510 x 610mm each. The University of Auckland Art Collection

Good response from general staff

the majority of the 418 staff who attended  
the 2008 General Staff Conference enjoyed  
it thoroughly and rated it highly. 

organiser Kerryn Patten says feedback has 
been very positive, with 78 percent of participants 
marking the quality of the conference as “high”  
or “very high”.

“i thought it was run extremely well,” said one 
participant. “this was the first staff conference  
i attended and i would certainly go again.”

“Well done,” said another staff member.  
“this was a great opportunity to network with 
colleagues and i personally got a lot out of it.”

in her opening remarks Professor raewyn 
dalziel reflected on the conference theme 

David Skilling.

“investing in the future – the next 125 years”. 
raewyn provided an historical view of the 

contribution general staff have made to  
the University since 1883, and described the 
complexity and diversity of general staff roles  
in the 21st century. 

Keynote speaker david skilling is founding  
Chief Executive of the new Zealand institute, a 
think tank established to contribute new and 
creative thinking on issues that matter  
to new Zealand’s future. he spoke about what 
new Zealand has to do to find its place in the 
global economy. 

trudie Mcnaughton, Pro Vice-Chancellor (Eo), 
spoke about her role and the part EEo plays in 
working to achieve equity at the University.

two of the plenary sessions were based on 
responses to the 2007 staff survey. sarah strong’s 
“Extreme makeover - Career edition” provided tips 
and ideas to help manage a successful career,  
and was well-rated by participants. the senior 
Management team panel discussion was also 
highly valued by those who attended.

the 27 workshops covering a wide range of 
topics provided great opportunities for general 
staff to learn and get to know one another.

Great turnout of 
potential postgrads
At least 1,000 current or prospective 
students now know much more about 
postgraduate study since attending the 
inaugural postgraduate Information week.

organisers were delighted with the turnout, 
which exceeded expectations right across  
the faculties and throughout the week of  
12 to 16 May.

organiser Lynda Ferris (Communications  
and Marketing) said the event had successfully 
achieved its object of increasing awareness of 
postgraduate programmes and showcasing  
the importance of advanced study.

the week’s activities ended with a dinner  
at old government house for 40 prospective 
postgraduate students and representatives 
from all faculties.

Master of ceremonies was Professor gregor 
Coster, dean of graduate studies. speakers 
were Professor raewyn dalziel, deputy Vice 
Chancellor (Academic), distinguished Professor 
Brian Boyd (English), and current Phd student 
and 2007 young scientist of the year Jessie 
Jacobsen (neurogenetics and neuroanatomy). 


